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Average US
office capacity
as of October:
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%

RTO maintained
momentum in October
19% more employees returned to the
office since September’s big returns.

The US saw a 16% rise in desk bookings.

Most cities are seeing growth in desk
bookings, but at a lower rate than September.

Bounce rate increased
by a slight half percent
in October

SAN FRANCISCO

CHICAGO

IT is no longer the
top driver in returns
for SF. Professional
services take the top
spot in employees
returning with a
nearly 40% increase.

Chicago lags behind
the national average in
returns with only 7%
increase in employees
returning. Healthcare
in Chicago had a 45%
drop.

• Healthcare had a surprisingly high 50% bounce rate.

LOS ANGELES

NEW YORK+BOSTON

BY INDUSTRY

LA’s return was largely
driven by financial
services, professional
services and IT for
October. Hospitality
saw a nearly 100%
decrease in employees
returning.

Northeast cities are
beating the national
average of employees
returning to work. Boston
saw a 34% increase and
NY saw a 22% increase,
compared to the 19%
national average.

Media and telecom
more than doubled the
number of employees in
office.

• Europe had the highest bounce rate, but has since
dropped below North America.
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EU had a 23% increase in employees returning to the
office, averaging 5.5 days in the office per month,
slightly higher than the global average.
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Real Estate had a 15%
drop in employees.

AU had its first increase in returns since the spring
and reached 10-12% office capacity.
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Government employees
spend the most days in
the office: on average
about 3 days every two
weeks.
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Employees returning by region
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GLOBAL CHANGES

IT still a big driver in
returns, but Media &
Telecom and Nonprofit
& Government had the
largest gains in desk
bookings.
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